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industry today is a giant commercial organization involving
something like five hundred million pounds of capital, of which
four-fifths is invested in the United States of America j an indus-
try which has grown up over night and which stretches its
cumbersome bulk into e«very corner of the earth ; an industry
which attracts over two hundred and fifty million people every
week within its doors ; an industry hopelessly entangled with
mergers and amalgamations and a complicated network of finan-
cial interests ; an industry which, huge as it is in itself, is only
one factor in that gigantic business of mechanical entertainment
which combines the radio, the gramophone, the cinema and
television.'—Celluloid, by Rotha.
page 40. 3, Adelphi : a favourite corner of London for literary
men.
9. from reading reviews : which the authors think unfair or
inadequate, and so grow to despise altogether the papers in which
the- reviews appear.
22. * learned' : taught. An improper but common use of
the word, therefore in quotation marks. * I'll learn you ' is
used in a threatening tone.
24-5. had been . . . the devil : had been particularly
unfortunate.
page 41. 14. What a thing : old-fashioned College slang for
* how strange '„
15-16. skit . . . parody : a skit is a trivial imitation, while
a parody implies usually a close, burlesquing imitation, of the
author's form and manner.
20. swim . . . heaves : such words and phrases are the
claptrap of cheap melodramatic writers, and the same falseness
was frequent in the captions of the silent films of those days.
28.   corker:  old-fashioned  slang for  (very  good  indeed '.
page 42.   11.   I sat up : the hearer is impressed.   This sort of
race was a great idea for a film!    That the speaker is taken in
by such nonsense is part of the fun of the story.
page 43. 2. scenario ; the f book' for a film. Mr Wells'
The shape of Things to Come shows that this may become an
interesting literary form.

